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y Floor mats 85

Op. no. 85532form-moulded rubber

S40, V40 (kit/4 mats)

01-

Oak LHD 30889 944-2

RHD 30889 945-9

Off-black/Dark
Grey LHD 30618 364-1

RHD 30889 282-7

-00

Platina/Light
Grey LHD 30618 366-6

RHD 30889 281-9

-99

Manatee LHD 30865 336-9

RHD 30865 338-5

+ Clip kit x 2,

Ch -200282 9166 926-7
Applies to cars not equipped with installation clips.

Rubber mats made from genuine hard-wearing natural rubber.
Comfortable and practical with raised edges, which effectively
prevent dirt and water from penetrating under the mats.

Facts and Advantages
• Colour coordinated to the interior and Volvo-badged with an
attractive and practical pattern.

• Kits for four mats.
• Cars with Ch 200283– in the S40/V40 series are equipped
with factory fitted installation clips.

• A separate clip kit is available for cars with Ch–200282, not
equipped with installation clips.

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colours.
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y Passenger compartment floor mats 85

Op. no. 85532flat textile

S40, V40 (set/4 mats)

01-

Oak LHD 30889 952-5

RHD 30889 953-9

99-

Offblack/Dark
Grey LHD 30618 462-3

RHD 30618 463-1

-98

Offblack/Dark
Grey LHD 30864 477-2

RHD 30864 490-5

99-00

Platina/Light
Grey LHD 30618 460-7

RHD 30618 461-5

-98

Platina/Light
Grey LHD 30883 677-4

RHD 30883 679-0

1999

Manatee LHD 30889 283-5

RHD 30889 286-8

-98

Manatee LHD 30883 676-6

RHD 30883 678-2

+ Set of clips x 2,

Ch -200282 9166 926-7

For cars not equipped with fastening clips.

The mats are made of polyamide with a synthetic waterproof
back.

Facts and Advantages
• Set of 4 mats.
• On cars with Ch 200283- the S40/V40-series is equipped
with factory fitted fastening clips.

• For cars with Ch -200282, which are not equipped with
fastening clips, there is a separate set of clips.



y Passenger compartment floor mats 85

Op. no. 85532flat textile

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colors.
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y Floor mats 85

Op. no. 85532flat textile

S40, V40 (kit/4 mats)

99- LHD 30623 899-9

-98 LHD 30623 894-0

+ Clip kit x 2

Ch -200282 9166 926-7

Applies to cars not equipped with installation clips.

The kit consists of four grey needle felt mats.
The mats are manufactured in polypropylene and have a
synthetic, water-proof under side.
The driver’s side mat has a reinforcement under the heels.
The front mats are Volvo badged and secured in the car for the
optimum driving comfort and safety.



y Tunnel mat 85

Op. no. 85545

S40, V40 Grey 9192 840-8

Beige 9192 842-4

A protective mat laid over the tunnel in the rear seat. Protects
the car’s original carpets from dirt and wear. Especially
suitable when carrying three passengers on the rear seat.
Manufactured in 1.5 mm thick natural rubber with a fine pattern
on the upper side. Follows the shape of the tunnel.
Shaped for different models with cutting guides on the reverse
with relevant model designations.

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colours.
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y Armrest kit 85

Op. no. 88202

S40, V40

2000

Platina/Light
Grey LHD 30889 486-4

RHD 30889 489-8

Off-black/Dark
Grey LHD 30889 488-0

RHD 30889 491-4

-99

Platina/Light
Grey LHD 30883 545-3

RHD 30883 548-7

Manatee LHD 30883 546-1

RHD 30883 549-5

Off-
black/Dark
Grey LHD 30883 547-9

RHD 30883 550-3

Armrest for increased comfort. Installed on the driver’s seat
backrest.

To further increase comfort the armrest is height adjustable.
The armrest is available in all interior colours.
Material: Leather

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colours.



y Mug holder 88

Op. no. 88271for rear seat passengers

S40, V40 01- 30618 475-5

Mug holder with room for one mug.
Easily accessible from the rear seat where the holder is located
in front of the centre console.
The waste paper basket is replaced by the mug holder.
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y "Burger table"

Op. no. 89991rear seat

S40, V40 8641 590-8

Practical table for the rear seat passengers. Mounted under
the armrest in the rear seat. It can be used for food etc and
has holders for mugs of varying sizes. The table is easily
mounted under the armrest and rests on the front edge of the
rear seat cushion.
Can be used with the armrest up and down. Cannot be used
when a passenger is sitting in the centre position.

Technical data

Material: ABS plastic

Colour: Anthracite grey

Important
For installation the car must be equipped with an arm-
rest in the rear seat.



y Cooler / Hotbox 88

Op. no. 88263

S40, V40 9184 606-3

+ Mounting kit

S40 Ch 713491- 9192 610-5

S40, V40 Ch -713490 30862 703-3

Transformer

(excl. UK) 230/12 V 9481 788-9

A practical, portable cool/hotbox which keeps food cold or hot
on trips. Positioned in the cargo compartment and secured
with tensioning straps to ensure safe transportation.
The kit contains a 1.5 m electrical cable which fits the 12 Volt
connector in the car.
The box has both cool and warm storage by means of a
thermo-electrical system.
The transformer makes the box even more flexible. Allows the
box to be used indoors for packing and cooling etc.

Technical data

Cooler/Hotbox

Colour: Anthracite grey

Cooling/warming capacity: Min +5°C, max +60°C

Power consumption: 4 A

Weight: 5.6 kg

Volume: 18 litres (interior dimensions
suited to 2-litre bottles)

External dimensions (L x W
x H):

412 x 300 x 391 mm

Material: PP-PUR (Polypropylene
Polyurethane)

Type approval: TÜV-GS and CE

Transformer

230/12 V (excl. UK)

Input: 230 V, ~50 Hz, 0.6 A

Output: 13 V, 5 A, 65 W

External dimensions (L x W
x H):

170 x 115 x 65 mm

Weight: 0.6 kg

Important
In order to meet the relevant collision safety norms,
the boxmust be installed in the vehicle using the spec-
ified installation kit.
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y Seat cover

Op. no. 89991

S40, V40 1343 999-7

A practical seat cover for the front seat. Handy for use when
you want to protect the car upholstery from dirt and moisture.

Facts and Advantages
• A seat cover for temporary use.
• Strong plastic material
• Can be reused repeatedly
• Takes up little room - always to hand
• Protects the original upholstery against dirt and moisture
• Individually packaged



y Head restraint with side support 88

Op. no. 88250rear

S40, V40

-99 Scandic

7260 Platina/Light Grey 30850 476-0

7250 Manatee -99 30850 477-8

7270 Off-black/Dark Grey 30850 478-6

-99 Art-déco

7560 Platina/Light Grey 30856 060-6

7550 Manatee -99 30856 061-4

7570 Off-black/Dark Grey 30856 062-2

-00 Aqua

7360 Platina/Light Grey 30856 060-6

7350 Manatee -99 30856 061-4

7370 Off-black/Dark Grey 30856 062-2

-00 Madison

7760 Platina/Light Grey 30850 485-1

77 50 Manatee -99 30850 486-9

7770 Off-black/Dark Grey 30850 487-7

-99 Art leather

7860 Platina/Light Grey 30856 060-6

7850 Manatee -99 30856 061-4

7870 Off-black/Dark Grey 30856 062-2

Leather

7960 Platina/Light Grey -00 30856 060-6

7950 Manatee -99 30856 061-4

7970 Off-black/Dark Grey 30856 062-2

The head restraint with side supports replaces the existing
head restraint.
The side supports can be folded out of the head restraint. The
side support prevents the head from falling to the side while
resting or sleeping.
Perfect in combination with the integrated booster seat. The
head restraint with side supports is supplied individually in all
interior colours.

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colours.
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y Rest / comfort cushion

Op. no. 89991

S40, V40 -02 30863 904-6

The comfortable rest / comfort cushion which is easily
connected to the passenger seat.
A cushioned horseshoe shaped cushion with comfortable extra
support for the passenger’s head when resting or sleeping
while travelling.
The rest /comfort cushion is specially shaped for the seats in
the S40/V40, which gives an integrated appearance and a
perfect fit.
The rest / comfort cushion has universal grey jersey upholstery.



y Sun blind 88

Op. no. 88230rear window

S40

01-02 Oak 30618 509-1

96-02 Off-black/Dark Grey 30850 662-5

-00 Platina/Light Grey 30850 661-7

-99 Manatee 30850 663-3

Protects against heat and sunlight.
Shaped for the parcel shelf which gives an integrated
appearance and good functionality.
The sun blind is integrated into an aluminium cassette which
is colour coordinated with the parcel shelf. The sun blind is
pulled up like a roller blind and hooked onto the existing cut
out in the roof.
Good rear visibility through the fabric.
The car is prepared for the sun blind.

Please refer to the back of the catalogue, for coordination
between interior codes and colours.
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y Bag holder

Op. no. 88275

S40, V40 9499 313-6

A practical bag holder for positioning on the centre console
on the front passenger side.
Holds the bag or a smaller carrier bag secured in place while
making it accessible from the front seats.
Shaped as a sprung clamp with an opening upwards where
the carrying handle is placed.
Manufactured using injection moulded ABS plastic with an
embossed surface and colour coordinated to the interior.

Important
Can be used in combination with the handsfree car-
phone set.



y Sunglasses holder

Op. no. 88273

S40, V40 9204 651-5

A very practical sunglasses holder, which suits all types of
spectacles.
Your spectacles are held in place by a sprung tab, which is
tensioned round the frame, and is easy to open and close.
Very easy to install, using double-sided adhesive tape.

Technical data

Material: Soft plastic with soft textile surface and a
cast spring steel strip.

Colour: Graphite
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y Coin holder 88

Op. no. 88214

S40, V40 01- 8641 668-2

Practical storage table for parking coinage.
The coin holder is positioned in the space under the front of
the centre armrest for the front seats, where it is concealed
but easy to access.
Removable – practical, can be taken to the parking meter.
The coin holder has space for approximately 3 x 18 coins
and accepts most currencies. Snap function for inserting and
removing coins. The compact exterior measurement means
that it can be carried in pockets. The coin holder is made of
graphite coloured plastic which matches the car interior.



y Umbrella holder + umbrella

Op. no. 88213

S40, V40 30863 730-5

Practical holder for storing compact umbrellas in the car. The
umbrella holder can easily be installed on the passenger side
of the centre console.
A compact umbrella is included in the kit.
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y Ash tray and lighter 88

Op. no. 88006

S40, V40

02-

Without cover 30638 331-6

01-

With cover 30618 476-3

Ashtray and lighters for positioning on the centre console for
cars which are not originally equipped with this.



y Cruise control 27

Op. no. 27502

S40, V40

02- Base kit

Petrol LHD 30618 581-0

RHD 30618 582-8

+ Additional kit1 Base kit

Diesel, GDI (B4184SJ) 30618 580-2

+ System2

Diesel 30618 131-4

GDI (B4184SJ) 30618 132-2

2001 Base kit

Petrol, GDI
(B4184SM) LHD 30618 140-6

RHD 30618 141-3

+ Additional kit¹ Base kit

Diesel, GDI (B4184SJ) W0033-3 30618 129-8

+ System²

Diesel 30618 131-4

GDI, (B4184SJ)
W0033-³ 30618 132-2

2000 Base kit

Petrol, GDI (B4184SM), excl. Diesel

LHD 30883 881-2

RHD 30883 882-0

+ Additional kit¹ 1999 Base kit

LHD 30883 877-0

RHD 30883 878-8

+ Additional kit¹ -98 Base kit

LHD 30862 250-5

RHD 30862 251-3

+ Additional kit¹

An accessory which gives a new dimension to car travel.
The driver sets the speed and the cruise control does the rest.
This means among other things:
• that the driver can easily adapt the speed to applicable
speed limits,

• the driver can maintain an even and comfortable speed,
• fuel consumption is reduced.
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y Cruise control 27

Op. no. 27502

Facts and Advantages
• Ensures comfortable and relaxed driving.
• Smoother driving results in lower fuel consumption.
• Precise speed control with an electronically controlled
system.

• The set speed can easily be changed.
• After a temporary acceleration the set speed is resumed.
• After braking the set speed is resumed if the switch is held in
the RESUME position.

1 Additional kit:LHD MT 30883 871-3, LHD AT 30883 869-7, RHD MT 30883
872-1, RHD AT 30883 870-5.
2 Ordered according to separate procedures and downloaded using VADIS.
3 In combination with GDI (B4184SJ) the cruise control only operates on 4th and
5th gears.



y Volvo Navigation System, HU 1205 (RDS)

Op. no.Big front radio / Navigator unit

S40, V40, 01-, EU

This is a system that shows you the way to your chosen
destination. The desired destination is selected by pressing
a few buttons. A voice will then give you driving instructions
in good time before each turning. At the same time further
information is shown via the display. This is known as
turn-by-turn guiding.
The screen in the centre console always shows your exact
position and displays your route in advance. A large arrow
shows which way to drive. You can choose to be shown the
shortest route or the quickest route.
In addition to choosing a street address as your destination,
there is a long list of other establishments to choose from,
including tourist sights, hotels and restaurants. In addition,
if you do not know the name of a restaurant you can search
through a list of the nearest establishments in the area. Volvo
dealerships are, of course, listed. Other useful information is
also listed, for example, telephone numbers and addresses
for a large number of other facilities. Personal destinations
can also be stored. If you leave your planned route, you can
automatically receive a new route.
Choose from the following languages for text and sound:
Swedish, English, German, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish.
Maps of Europe covering the following areas are available
on CD-ROM discs:
• Southern Sweden and Denmark
• The Benelux countries
• Germany
• France
• Austria, Switzerland and Italy
• United Kingdom
• Spain
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y Volvo Navigation System, HU -1205 (RDS) 39

Op. no. 39705Big front radio / Navigator unit

S40, V40, 01-

EU 30623 240-6

HU-1205 Audio/RTI has the same specifications and
performance as the HU-605, the only difference is that it does
not have a cassette player. For specification / performance,
see .

Specifications:
• A male voice gives clear instructions through the door
loudspeakers which means that the driver does not need
to look at the display.

• The system is controlled via buttons on the radio unit. The
navigation function can be controlled via a remote control
(accessory).

• The system functions are based on CD-ROM maps, the
same maps used by the navigation systems of our other
models.

• The GPS antenna is positioned under the dashboard.
• The system is equipped with a colour monitor.
• For safety reasons the destination can only be programmed
when the car is stationary, not when it is moving.

• With external amplifier outputs.

CD maps

Benelux 8691 705-1

United
Kingdom
(two
discs) 8691 703-6

Italy,
Switzer-
land, Aus-
tria (two
discs) 8691 704-4

France
(two
discs) 8691 702-8

Germany
(two
discs) 8691 701-0

Scandi-
navia (two
discs) 8691 700-2

Spain 8691 706-9

HU-1205 can be supplemented with:

CD changer, see .



y Volvo Navigation System, HU -1205 (RDS) 39

Op. no. 39705Big front radio / Navigator unit

Remote control* 8622 115-7

High Performance Sound with digital amplifier 03–.

For specification / performance, see .

* The remote control can only be used to control navigation
functions.
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y CD maps 39

Op. no. 89991Navigation - RTI (Road and Traffic Information)

S40, V40, 01-

CD maps

Benelux 30669 119-7

United
Kingdom 30669 117-1

Italy,
Switzer-
land, Aus-
tria 30669 118-9

France
(two
discs) 30669 116-3

Germany
(two
discs) 30669 115-5

Scandi-
navia 30669 114-8

Japan
(three
discs) 30657 414-6

Spain 30669 120-5



y Reversing (Back-up) warning system 36

Op. no. 36630

S40, V40 30618 166-0

Warns of objects behind the car when reversing. A pulsing
tone increases to a continuous tone when the object is
approximately 25 cm from the rear bumper. Activated when
reverse gear is selected. Begins to sound when the car is at a
distance of approximately 150 cm from the obstacle. This is an
excellent parking aid.
The kit consists of four sensors that are discreetly installed
in the rear bumper, one control module and a buzzer with
adjustable sound levels. Paint the visible areas of the sensors
using 2 layers of paint.
The system can be switched off by flashing the turn signal
lamp once, for example, when reversing a caravan.
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y Trip computer 38

Op. no. 38224

S40, V40, excl. Bi-fuel

03-

Trip computer 30623 234-9

01-02

Trip computer

(km) 30896 570-6

(miles) 30896 571-4

Upgrading1 30896 572-2

2000

Trip computer kit (excl. D4192T)

(km) 30883 638-6

(miles) 30883 641-0

Upgrading² 30883 642-8

1999

Trip computer kit (excl. D4192T)

(km) 30883 638-6

(miles) 30883 641-0

Upgrading² 30883 642-8

LCD display integrated in the combined instrument panel. The
trip computer, controlled by a switch in the centre console, has
the following functions.
Present fuel
consumption:

Fuel consumption at that instant.

Average fuel
consumption:

Average consumption since last
reset.

Average speed: Average vehicle speed since last
reset.

Mileage: Mileage since last reset.

Range: Distance available on remaining
fuel + warning function.

Outside temperature: The outside temperature just above
the road surface, temperature
range -40°C to +50°C, ice symbol
indication between +2°C and –5°C.

Kilometre display: Km, km/hour, litre/100 km and °C
or °F.

Miles display: Miles, MPH, MPG and °C or °F.

The ice symbol indicator and warning function for empty tank
are deployed regardless of the switch position.

1 Upgrading from the outside temperature gauge to the trip computer.



y Outside temperature gauge 38

Op. no. 38426

S40, V40

03- 30623 233-1

99-02

(Km/h)1 30883 634-5
99-02
(Mph)¹ 30883 636-0

-98 30862 805-6

Measures the outside temperature just above the road surface.
An ice symbol is displayed at the temperatures below as a
warning of any ice build up on the road surface.
LCD-display with black numbers on a light background. Built-in
to the combined instrument panel.
The car has pre-routed cabling for the temperature gauge.
The modules for model years 99- can be programmed for °C
and F.
They can also be upgraded with the trip computer functions,
see p.27.
Temperature range: -40°C to +50°C

Ice symbol
indication:

99- between +2°C and -5°C

-98 between +5°C and -5°C

Tolerance: ±2°C at -30°C

±0.5°C at 0°C

±1°C at +50°C

1 Display prepared for use as a trip computer. After installation the function must
be activated via VADIS.
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y Passenger compartment air cleaner (ACL) 87

Op. no. 87207

S40, V40

Pollen filter

-99

Excl. AC/ECC 30818 694-9

Multifilter

00-

AC/ECC 30883 952-1

99-

Excl. AC/ECC 30864 724-7

1. Pollen filter
Pollen filter for installing in the passenger compartment heater.
Electrostatically charged air cleaner (ACL) which removes
pollen and dirt particles from the air.
Particle filtration down to 0.25 microns (0.00025 mm).
The filter is integrated in a polypropylene filter housing.
The passenger compartment heater is prepared for simple
installation.
Filter replacement interval: 15,000 km.

2. Multifilter

A combined particle filter and active charcoal filter for
installation in the passenger compartment heater. The filter
removes harmful gases and unpleasant smells as well as
pollen and dust particles.

Pollen and dust particles are trapped in the filter material,
whilst the gases are absorbed by the active charcoal integrated
in the filter design.

Filter replacement interval: 20,000 km or after 1 year.



y PC table 88

Op. no. 88003

S40, V40
LHD 9204 709-1

RHD 9204 710-9

A table on which laptop computers can be securely and
practically positioned on the front passenger seat. The table
allows the driver to reach the computer from the driver’s seat
so that it can be used comfortably when the car is parked.
Suitable for use with most portable computers with a smooth
underside and a maximum weight of 3.5 kg.

The table slides in between the backrest and seat cushions.
The table is secured by a retaining strap and a mounting
bracket with a knob which makes it easy to install and remove
if passengers need to sit in the seat. The computer is held in
place by a lock mechanism and four rubber feet which are
taped to the underneath. This may cause problems if the
computer is used with a docking station. There are also two
compartments in the table for diskettes and small articles.
The passenger seat can be moved to adjust the computer to
different positions. Customer instructions are included in the
kit.

Technical data

Material: ABS plastic and steel frame

Colour: Anthracite grey

Weight: 2 kg

Replacement parts

Mounting
(computer
underside) 9204 423-9

Rubber foot
(computer
underside) 9184 729-3

Important
Only use the computer when the car is parked safely.
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y Wind deflector

Op. no. 83621sun roof

S40, V40

W0035- with sun roof 30623 025-1

An integrated, concealed wind deflector which folds up
automatically when the sun roof is opened. The wind deflector
reduces draughts in the passenger compartment when the
sun roof is open providing a more pleasant journey for you
and your passengers.
Easy installation using existing screws.
Made of black plastic (ABS).



y Wind deflector

Op. no. 89114side windows, front doors

S40, V40 30618 578-6

A practical accessory that reduces draughts and wind noise
in the passenger compartment when travelling with the side
window open. This provides a more pleasant journey for you
and your passengers.
The wind deflectors are aesthetically and discreetly designed
to follow the shape of the front doors.
Easy to install using double-sided adhesive tape and clips
without damaging the car.
The wind deflectors are made of acrylic plastic and are
supplied in pairs, complete with installation instructions.
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